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Abstra t

Current spee h re ognition systems perform poorly on onversational
spee h as ompared to read spee h, arguably due to the large a ousti
variability inherent in onversational spee h. Our hypothesis is that there
are systemati e e ts in lo al ontext, asso iated with syllabi stru ture,
that are not being aptured in the urrent a ousti models. Su h variation
may be modeled using a broader de nition of ontext than in traditional
systems whi h restri t ontext to be the neighboring phonemes. In this
paper, we study the use of word- and syllable-level ontext onditioning in
re ognizing onversational spee h. We des ribe a method to extend standard tree-based lustering to in orporate a large number of features, and
we report results on the Swit hboard task whi h indi ate that syllable
stru ture outperforms pentaphones and in urs less omputational ost.
It has been hypothesized that previous work in using syllable models for
re ognition of English was limited be ause of ignoring the phenomenon of
re-syllabi ation ( hange of syllable stru ture at word boundaries), but
our analysis shows that a ounting for re-syllabi ation does not impa t
re ognition performan e.

1. Introdu tion

Re ognizing onversational spee h has proved to be more hallenging than
read spee h for automati spee h re ognition (ASR) systems. For the best
systems reporting results on the 1999 DARPA Broad ast News ben hmark
tests, word error rates on the spontaneous spee h portion of the test set
(14-16%) were nearly double those on the baseline ondition of planned
re ordings (8-9%) (Pallett et al., 1999). Those sites that also parti ipated
in 2000 DARPA Conversational Spee h ben hmark tests, performed at error rates of roughly 30%. The degradation in performan e may be due to
many fa tors su h as hannel e e ts, variability in speaking rate and diale t of speakers, less areful pronun iation, loosely stru tured language,

 The

baseline or \F0" ondition is de ned as planned spee h from a native speaker, over a
high bandwidth hannel, with no ba kground noise.
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and the presen e of dis uen ies. (Weintraub et al., 1996) demonstrated
that a large part of the degradation is related to a ousti variation asso iated with speaking style. In this study, spontaneous spee h was re orded
and then the trans ript of the spee h was both read and a ted by the
same speakers to ontrol for e e ts related to speaker, hannel and language. While spontaneous spee h was re ognized with a word error rate
of 52.6%, the a ted and read versions were re ognized at 37.4% and 28.8%
error rates, respe tively. The degradation with in reasingly asual speaking style was observed a ross telephone-band and wide band spee h and
under mat hed training and test onditions (Sara lar et al., 2000).
In many ASR systems, the a ousti variation of words are modeled
at two levels - the pronun iation model whi h maps word sequen es to
phonemes, and the a ousti model whi h maps phoneme sequen es to
multivariate a ousti models. Work with simulated data whi h was produ ed using the a ousti models of spee h, have pointed to pronun iation
variability as a key problem in re ognizing onversational spee h (M Allister et al., 1998). However, the work on pronun iation modeling in terms
of phoneme-level substitutions, deletions and insertions has so far only
yielded small performan e gains (Byrne et al., 1997; Riley et al., 1999).
In a re ent work, (Sara lar et al., 2000) showed that modeling pronun iation at state level and allowing the omponents of a Gaussian mixture
model to be shared a ross alternate pronun iations is more bene ial than
modeling pronun iation at phoneme level. Experiments by Hain (Hain and
Woodland, 2000) demonstrate an advantage in using phoneti ontext to
dire tly in uen e model sequen e. Both these studies support the notion
that there is a need to represent variation of a more gradient nature where
higher-level ontext (beyond triphones) in uen es the a ousti models of
the phonemes as well as the pronun iation of a word.
Conventionally, phone-level a ousti variation has been aptured by
onditioning the a ousti models for a phoneme on the ontext of neighboring phonemes in the hypothesized sequen e. Typi ally, in large vo abulary ASR, phonemes with immediate neighbors (triphones) and possibly
two neighbors (pentaphones) are used. Conditioning only on phonemi
ontext does not apture the a ousti variation of onversational spee h
fully. Already, position of phoneme in word has been found to be useful in
a ousti modeling. This onforms to observations about word-position effe ts in linguisti studies of di erent onsonants with ele tropalatography
(EPG) (Keating et al., 1999). The linguopalatal (tongue-palate) onta t,
whi h a e t the strength and duration of sound produ ed, for word-initial
onsonant is signi antly di erent from word- nal.
Our hypothesis is that the syllable stru ture is also useful in modeling
the variation not a ounted by phoneme ontext. Consider the phoneme
\t" (in the ontext \iy t er") in \beater", \beat Ernest" and \baby
turned". Even though it is the same triphone, the arti ulation of phone
\t" in the three ontexts is distin tly di erent - in the rst it is apped, in
the se ond it is an unreleased losure and in the third it is a losure plus
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a release. These di eren es are losely related to syllable stru ture, and
orrespond to ambisyllabi , syllable- nal, and syllable-initial ontexts, respe tively. In a statisti al study, Greenberg and Fosler found systemati
variation with respe t to onstituent of syllable, namely onset, nu leus and
oda (Greenberg, 1998; Fosler et al., 1999; Greenberg and Fosler-Lussier,
2000). They used a subset of Swit hboard orpus for onversational spee h
and a standard orpus alled TIMIT for read spee h, annotated by linguists at word, phone and syllable level. The per eived phones were ompared with the lexi al expansion of the spoken words. Both orpora show
that the onset of a syllable maintains its anoni al identity at most times
(85-91%) regardless of the speaking style, and more so in the presen e
of onsonant lusters. In general, the nu leus is prone to substitution by
a wide range of vowels. The oda is less often realized in anoni al form
in onversational spee h (63%) than in read spee h (81%). The oda is
prone to deletion, but the absen e of a oda does not impa t anoni al realization of nu leus. These results together support the notion of
syllable-initial strengthening, whi h has been observed as a more gradient
phenomena in EPG studies that also suggest that the amount of strengthening may be equal to that in word-initial position (Keating et al., 1999).
An analysis of errors made by state-of-the-art systems on re ognizing
onversational spee h (Greenberg and Chang, 2000) suggests that a urate re ognition of syllable onsets is more important for word re ognition
than syllable odas. While ategori al phoneti hanges an be a ommodated by a larger phone inventory and a good pronun iation model, as
in the TIMIT labeling onventions, phone substitutions and deletions fail
to apture more gradient aspe ts of variation su h as strength of a stop
release. Thus, it is not surprising that state-based pronun iation models
outperform phone-based models. In this work, we look at a omplementary approa h to state-based pronun iation modeling, whi h is a ousti
model ontext onditioning on high-level ontexts, spe i ally syllable
and word stru ture.
One way to model syllable stru ture is to use syllable-sized units rather
than phones. For small vo abulary tasks, a few resear hers have su essfully used the syllable as a unit for a ousti modeling (Jones et al., 1997;
Hamaker et al., 1998). Marino et al. (Marino et al., 1997), and Lleida et
al (Lleida et al., 1991) split the syllable into demi-syllable units, and used
them for a ousti modeling. However, these two approa hes la k the ability to e e tively model syllables that are rarely or not seen in the training
data. To over ome this de ien y, triphones were used in addition to frequent syllables in (Doddington et al., 1997) at the 1996 workshop on
spee h re ognition at JHU. This approa h in onjun tion with improvement in temporal stru ture of the a ousti model gave a 2% redu tion in
error rate on a test set that was de ned at the workshop. A major part
of this improvement ame from modeling syllables in monosyllabi words
separately from other instan es of the same syllable. A disproportionate
number of errors were found to be in words re ognized by the triphone,
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and may be due to poor sharing of parameters between the triphones and
syllables.
The fo us of our work is on learning ontextual variation dire tly in the
a ousti model using both word and syllable level information, sin e they
seemed promising in both pronun iation models and previous a ousti
studies mentioned above. In ontrast to modeling the syllable expli itly
as a unit, we use a tree-based lustering me hanism to allow sharing
of parameters a ross all ontexts for robust estimation. To ta kle the
problems that arise in using a large number of ontextual features, we
have extended the de ision tree based lustering to use multiple stages of
lustering.
The paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2, we present a brief review
of tree-based a ousti model lustering, followed by our use of syllable features in them, and then outline issues related to re-syllabi ation. The
details of the multiple stage lustering approa h is presented in se tion 3.
Experimental results on the use of syllable stru ture, a re-syllabi ation
model, and multistage lustering are reported in se tion 4, using the
Swit hboard orpus of onversational spee h. Finally, se tion 5 on ludes
and dis usses future work.

2. Clustering with Syllable Features

Sin e we use de ision trees extensively in this work, a brief review of tree
based lustering is provided, whi h is followed by a dis ussion of related
work and des ription of our use of syllable features.

2.1. Tree-based lustering
For large vo abulary ASR systems, de ision tree distribution lustering
is used to map the large number of possible triphone (or pentaphone)
ontexts into a smaller set of distributions that an be robustly estimated (Young et al., 1994). This te hnique is parti ularly attra tive for
parameter tying, as it allows mapping of any sub-word unit that is not
seen in the training data to a luster made up of a ousti ally similar
units. In training, all the ontext spe i phonemes observed in the training data are pooled at the root node of the tree. A set of prede ned
questions, typi ally about phoneti ontext (e.g. \Is the left phoneme a
vowel?"), is used to de ne andidate binary partitions of a node in the
tree. Assuming that all the data in a partition share a ommon Gaussian,
the question orresponding to the partition that maximizes the likelihood
of the data in a node is hosen as a andidate for the next split. From
amongst these andidates, the node with the best likelihood gain from
using 2 versus 1 Gaussian is split. The best partitions of the new lusters
resulting from this split are added to the list of the andidate splits, and
thus the tree is grown until some stopping riterion is met (e.g., limit on
the number of leaves or terminal nodes). After the tree is designed, more
omplex Gaussian mixture distributions an be estimated to model the
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Phone /ih/
State 0

Left
Vowel?
Yes

No

Right
Nasal?
Yes

No

Right
NG?
Yes

Right
Flap?
Yes

No

model c
No

model d

model e

aw+ih−ng −−−> model a
model a

model b

Figure 1: De ision tree maps ontext-spe i

T : f −−−> a
phonemes to a ousti models

data in the leaves using Estimation-Maximization algorithm (Rabiner and
Juang, 1993). In building a word model for de oding, a parti ular ontext
spe i phoneme is dropped down the tree and is guided by the linguisti
questions at the bran hes. As illustrated in Figure 1, the a ousti model
of the leaf that it lands in, is asso iated with the phoneme. Typi ally,
a xed topology of 3-5 ve states is asso iated with ea h phoneme, and
separate trees are used for ea h state of a phoneme.
In most ASR systems, de ision tree questions are based on hand-spe i ed
phoneti lasses (e.g. grouped by manner and/or pla e of arti ulation) on
the neighboring phonemes. By in orporating a symboli des ription of
phonemes in the lexi on su h as stress, position of phone in word, and
syllable stru ture, it is possible to apture new phenomena with de ision tree lustering, su h as a tenden y to redu e unstressed vowels and
to more strongly release a stop onsonant in word onset position. The
phonemes in the training data are marked with these symbols. Then, the
tagged models are estimated and lustered, just as for triphones, ex ept
that the de ision tree must hoose among questions about these tags as
well as those de ned in terms of phoneti ontext. Clustering with information other than phoneti neighbors is sometimes referred to as tagged
lustering.
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2.2. Related work on tagged lustering
The idea of using word- and syllable-level features in a de ision tree framework for onversational spee h is supported by a study ondu ted at a
summer workshop in JHU (Ostendorf et al., 1996). Clustering a subset
of standard training data for onversational spee h with triphones that
were oded with these features, it was found that questions regarding them
were asked early, i.e., near the top of the tree. This may lead to nding
better equivalen e lasses, and thus improve a ousti models. To make
this study possible, the omputational ost was redu ed by ignoring the
triphones that span word boundaries, i.e. evaluating performan e with a
word-internal triphone system. Thus, the usefulness of these features was
not demonstrated on lusively.
The use of word position (initial, medial, nal) as a ontext- onditioning
feature has been shown to be useful in several studies, for both onversational spee h (Finke, 1997; Gunawardana, 1998) and read spee h (Rei hl
and Chou, 1999), and is used in many resear h systems. The use of syllable
position alone has not so far proved to be useful (Paul, 1997; Gunawardana, 1998), though Paul reports a small gain when syllable position
is used in ombination with lexi al stress tags. Paul's results for lexi al
stress are also mixed, with gains depending on the di tionary used. The
mixed results on read spee h ould possibly be due to a variety of reasons, in luding inadequate levels for oding features or the sensitivity to
the alignment of the training data used. Hen e, we hose to re-evaluate the
use of syllable vs. word position in lustering for onversational spee h.
Tagged lustering studies have also looked at other features. Word type
(fun tion vs. ontent) (Lee and O'Shaughnessy, 1997) was found to be useful in experiments re ognizing read spee h, and a preliminary study with
prosody show potentials of improving a ousti s models for onversational
spee h (Shafran and Ostendorf, 2000). In our work, we will restri t our
experimental study to word and syllable features, but the development of
the multi-stage lustering approa h makes possible the use of a greater
number of features in general, whi h might in lude these and other features.

2.3. Use of ri her syllable features
In this work, we used a ri h set of symbols to represent syllable stru ture,
whi h in ludes onsonant luster and ambisyllabi ity. The lexi on and syllable oding system used in this work was developed at 1996 JHU workshop, and later extended for new words. The lexi al expansion of words
are oded at phoneme level as illustrated in table 1 (e.g. \ar aa:0:3:2:1
r:1:3:4:1 k:2:3:5:1"). Note that the position of the phone in the syllable
distinguishes between onset onsonants whi h are and are not in lusters,
and marks onsonants as onset even if they are not syllable initial, unlike
previous work on syllable position. Also, unlike previous work, stress is
marked using three levels (as in Pronlex and most di tionaries): primary,
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se ondary and unstressed. Interpreting primary stress as the default position of the strong syllable of a word and se ondary stress as a potential
position for the strong syllable of a word, we labeled monosyllabi ontent
and fun tion words as having primary and se ondary stress, respe tively,
so that all syllables in the di tionary were marked with one of the three
levels.
Table 1: Coding of word- and syllable-features in the di tionary.
Digit
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Phone position
in word
rst
middle
last
only

Syllable position
in word
rst
middle
last
only

Phone position
in syllable
onset initial
onset other
nu leus
oda only
oda initial
oda other
ambisyllabi

Stress
stress-less
primary
se ondary

The state-level segmentation of the training data (from a triphone system) for ea h phoneme was en oded with the word- and syllable-level
features from the orresponding lexi al expansion of the word in the lexi on. Initial a ousti models for ea h ontext-spe i phoneme were estimated from these alignments. These models were then lustered using deision tree and questions about the word- and syllable-level features were
used in addition to the standard ontextual questions about neighboring
phonemes. Subsequently, the estimate of the distribution asso iated with
ea h luster was re ned using EM iterations.
Syllabi ation may vary systemati ally at word boundaries, depending
on the neighboring word. For example, \just a" may be syllabi ed as \[jh
ah s℄[t ax℄" instead of \[jh ah s t℄[ax℄", \ hoirs and" as \[k w ay r℄[z ax n℄"
instead of \[k w ay r z℄[ax n℄" and \it's an" as \[ih t℄[s ax℄" instead of \[ih t
s℄[ax℄", where the latter forms are obtained by stringing together syllables
of ea h word. A omplete des ription of the pro ess of re-syllabi ation
in English is relatively omplex. However, a majority of ases o ur at
words that begin with vowels, and the pro ess of re-syllabi ation moves
the syllable boundary amongst the onsonants to maximize the slope of
sonority in onset-nu leus demi-syllable, and minimizes it in nu leus- oda
demi-syllable (Sonority Dispersion Rule) (Clements, 1990; Kenstowi z,
1994). Sin e a small number of rules aptures a large fra tion of the ases
of re-syllabi ation, it is possible to in orporate re-syllabi ation into
the a ousti model of a word by allowing alternate pronun iations. The
spe i method used in our work is as follows:
Candidates for re-syllabi ation in lude only open-vowel syllables
that are word initial and do not follow a pause or a vowel (based
on for ed alignments in training and N-best hypotheses in testing).
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If the syllable is pre eded by a single

onsonant, mark that onsonant
as optionally ambisyllabi .
If the syllable is pre eded by more than one onsonant, apply the
Sonority Dispersion Rule to obtain the alternate syllable boundary.
To study the e e t of re-syllabi ation, we performed a series of experiments, using the rules mentioned above, as further des ribed in se tion 4.

3. Multi-stage Clustering

There are a few limitations in using standard de ision tree design te hniques for lustering phonemes when they are oded with a large number
of features. The number of elementary oded-phonemes in reases drastially with the number of features, in reasing the memory requirements
for storing suÆ ient statisti s of all possible oded phones. In addition,
the large number of partitions that need to be tested to use these features raises the omputational ost of lustering. Furthermore, phonemes
in infrequent ontexts, whi h onstitute a large fra tion of the phonemes,
are estimated poorly and the partitions learned may not represent general trends in spee h. These problems have restri ted previous work on
tagged lustering. For example, in (Ostendorf et al., 1996), experimental
osts were redu ed by restri ting the use of syllable boundary and stress
only to word-internal triphones, dis arding triphones that spanned word
boundaries. In other work, ross-word ontext is used but only with simple tag sets su h as word position (begin, middle, end). We address these
problems by introdu ing a new tree design te hnique based on multi-stage
lustering.
Our approa h to redu e the storage and omputational osts for lustering is based on dividing the task into multiple stages. The de ision tree
an be viewed as a fun tion, T , that maps a feature ve tor, f , onsisting of ontextual information to an index, a, of an a ousti model, thus
T : f !a. As illustrated in Figure 2, for two-stage lustering, we group
the ontextual information into two feature ve tors f1 and f2 , optionally
allowing some ommon omponents between them. In the rst stage, the
training data is annotated only with the values of ve tor f1 . Using the
annotated data, we grow a de ision tree, T1 , whi h maps the di erent
values of f1 to the index of its leaves b, thus T1 : f1 !b. In the se ond stage,
the training data is annotated with f2 along with the value of b whi h is
obtained by dropping its ontext f1 down the tree T1 . Using the newly
annotated training data, a new de ision tree, T2 is grown that maps [b f2 ℄
to the index of a ousti models as represented by the leaves of T2 , thus
T2 :[b f2℄!a.
In urrent de ision tree lustering for spee h re ognition, questions
about features are de ned by hand and are linguisti ally motivated. This
is straightforward for the features in f1 and f2 , but not for the index b.
Allowing all possible partitions of b is impra ti al sin e there are 2jbj binary partitions, and to use the features in the rst stage adequately, the
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f
First stage tree : f 1 −> b

f1

b1

1111111
0000000
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111

b2

bi
b
f2

11111
00000
00000
11111
00000
11111

a
Second stage tree: [b f2 ] −> a
Figure 2: Multi-stage lustering illustrated here with two stages.

size of T1 needs to be large. To solve this problem we de ne questions
that test whether a node b belongs to a subtree of the rst tree T1 or not.
Su h questions are equivalent to ompound questions whi h are obtained
by performing an \and" operation on a set of binary questions about the
features in f1 . De ning questions on subtrees permits the de ision tree to
test a large number of partitions, and is more eÆ ient than allowing all
partitions.
On e the se ond stage tree T2 is grown, the questions on subtrees in T1
are repla ed with the equivalent ompound questions to obtain a single
tree. Note that, in prin iple, there is no limit to the number of stages, but
this work onsiders only two.
The multi-stage lustering te hniques helps ameliorate the problem of
sparse data by redu ing the number of oded units for whi h suÆ ient
statisti s need to be estimated, sin e only a subset of the features are
used at ea h lustering stage. The root node at every stage has all the
data available to it or, in this ase, all the data asso iated with the parti ular state and the phone. The number of elementary units that need
to be lustered in stage i depends on the features fi used in that stage
and, if i > 1, the number of leaves of the pre eding tree Ti 1 . Both of
these fa tors an be ontrolled to redu e the e e ts of data fragmenta-
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tion, essentially by trading o the potential for more dire tly modeling
intera tion between features (with a large dimension fi ) with the robustness (and omputational) advantages of a low dimension feature set fi .
Note that robust estimation of statisti s of elementary units also bene ts
from the general prin iple of in reasing system omplexity in rementally.
In parti ular, we use phone alignments from our best triphone system,
rather than bootstrapping from monophone models, as shown to be important in (Gunawardana, 1998).
The storage and omputational ost of the multi-stage lustering depends on various fa tors. The number of suÆ ient statisti s that need to
be lustered in the two stages is determined by the number of omponents
used in f1 and f2 , and the size of T1 , as mentioned above. The number
of suÆ ient statisti s is limited by the diversity of the data, and also depends on how uniformly the training data is divided into the lusters (how
balan ed the tree is). If a maximal tree is grown for T1 , then the multistage lustering will be omputationally more expensive than lustering a
single tree. The size of T1 may be set using a onstraint on total number
of leaves, or saturation of likelihood in rease. To redu e the number of
partitions that are tested in the se ond stage, we sele ted only a subset of
subtrees (the largest) from the rst stage during lustering at the top of
the se ond stage, where the largest proportion of the omputation o urs
in training de ision trees.

4. Experiments, Results & Observations
4.1. Experimental framework

4.1.1. Spee h

orpus

We used the Swit hboard and Callhome orpora, whi h together provide
a olle tion of about 140 hours of spontaneous telephone onversations
between pairs of allers in Ameri an English (Godfrey et al., 1992). The
1998 NIST Hub-5 development test set, onsisting of about 12.5k words in
approximately 30 minutes of spee h from 28 speakers, is used for testing
the performan e of the re ognizer using the standard riterion of word
error rate (= (C I )=R where the number of words orre t is C , inserted
is I and the total number of words in the referen e trans ript is R).
4.1.2. Re ognition system

The spee h data is prepro essed to produ e a 14 dimensional vo al tra t
length normalized MFCC ve tor sequen e augmented with its rst order
derivatives, at a rate of 100 ve tors per se ond. This serves as a ousti
input to the re ognition system (Zavaliagkos et al., 1998). A standard
HMM topology with 5 states and skips is used to model the a ousti units,
with a single full ovarian e Gaussian as the observation distribution for
ea h state. Allophones of ea h phoneme and state are lustered to produ e
10000 means and 2000 ovarian es whi h may be shared in a subtree.
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To redu e experimentation time, we restri ted our experiments to a
latti e re-s oring de oding paradigm and did not adapt the models to the
speaker being tested. The latti e was derived from the 100 best hypotheses
provided by BBNy ; the error rate of randomly sele ted hypotheses in the
latti e is 55.4%. A 35k vo abulary was used to generate these hypotheses.
To further redu e the sear h time, hypothesized word times were used to
onstrain the latti e sear h spa e in re-s oring, i.e. the re-s ored times
were for ed to o ur within a window of M frames (M = 40) of the
hypotheses. The language model used in all the experiments was a partof-spee h smoothed trigram trained with Broad ast news data as well
as the Swit hboard and Callhome data (Iyer and Ostendorf, 1997). The
a ousti models for all the re ognition experiments des ribed below were
trained from lustered triphone state alignments with same xed number
of parameters.
4.1.3. Lexi on

For this study, we use the syllabi ed di tionary and the oding system
that was developed at the 1996 summer workshop at John Hopkins University (JHU-WS-Lexi on, 1996). A brief review of the lexi on is given
here; further details an be found in (Ostendorf et al., 1996). The stress
markings for the multisyllabi words in this lexi on are taken from Pronlex di tionary; monosyllabi words were marked with either primary or
se ondary stress depending on whether or not the word was a ontent
word, as des ribed in Se tion 2.3. Syllabi ation for this lexi on was performed automati ally using Fisher's implementation of Kahn's prin iples
for English syllabi ation (Fisher, 1996). The syllabi ation is performed
by assigning as many onsonants to syllable onsets as possible (maximal
onset rule) where permitted onsets were prede ned. Among the possible
syllabi ations of a word, the most asual variant was sele ted to represent the nature of onversational spee h. In this pro ess, the morpheme
boundaries were not taken into onsideration. However, the use of asual
variants of syllabi ation mitigates the asso iated syllabi ation errors,
sin e many of the onsonants at the boundary were labeled as ambisyllabi , rather than with the wrong syllable. To syllabify foreign words,
an augmented list of permitted onsets was applied on those words that
initially failed to parse.

4.2. Testing syllable features
We developed gender-dependent systems using information about word
and syllable stru ture, as mentioned in se tion 2.3. During a ousti model
training, the de ision trees were allowed to ask questions about syllable and word information of the enter and the immediate neighboring
y It

is often useful in res oring to ombine s ores from di erent a ousti models, but sin e
our fo us was on understanding the behavior of the syllable features, the BBN a ousti model
s ores were not used in the results reported here.
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phonemes, in addition to the questions about triphone ontext. The re ognition performan e of these systems were ompared with triphone and
pentaphone systems with same number of model parameters. In all the
systems des ribed below, the lustered triphones were trained using single
stage of lustering from the same base triphone alignment and then reestimated with a few passes of EM training. The results are summarized
in the table below.
Table 2: Word error rates of systems with di erent features used in lustering.
System
a) Triphone
44.56 %
b) Pentaphone
44.37 %
) Triphone+Word-posn.
44.31 %
d) Triphone+Word-posn.+Syllable-feats. 44.05 %

While the di eren e in performan e of the triphone and pentaphone
systems is not statisti ally signi antz, the system based on word- and
syllable-features is signi antly better than triphone system, a ording
to NIST statisti al signi an e tests (.05 Wil oxon Signed Rank Test on
speaker word error Rate (%); .01 M Nemar Test on senten e error). This
result has also been on rmed in subsequent experiments with a Gaussian
mixture system on the same task. Contrary to other reported results, this
gain is not simply due to use of word position features, whi h a ounts for
roughly half of the improvement from the triphone system to the system
using syllable features.
The omputational ost for de oding and training were also signi antly lower for the system with word- and syllable-features. In training,
the pentaphone system required testing 350 potential partitions for lustering up to 2.5M a ousti units, while the system with syllable features
required testing only 200 potential partitions for 700k a ousti units. In
de oding, the system with syllable features was 20% faster. In addition,
unlike pentaphones, whi h in ur extra omputational expense and software exibility to span the two forward ontexts, the oded-triphones
only looks ahead as mu h as a single phone and ould be in orporated in
a standard rst pass triphone de oder.

4.3. Observations on use of syllable features
To study how the syllable features were used, we analyzed the questions
that were hosen in the de ision tree for lustering a ousti units. The
number of questions asked about a feature in the de ision trees and the
per entage of total data a e ted by a feature an be used to understand
z Other

systems showing improved performan e with pentaphones appear to have in reased
numbers of parameters in the pentaphone system, whereas here the number is onstrained to
be roughly the same.
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how useful a feature has been in training a ousti models. To make a
fair omparison a ross the olumns, the number of partitions tested (or
degrees of freedom) for ea h feature also needs to be taken into a ount.
Table 3: Word- and syllable-feature usage in de ision trees trained on the Swit hboard and
Callhome orpora (about 140 hours of spee h).
Feature
Triphone
Phone in Word
Syllable in Word
Phone in Syllable
Stress

Questions
in the tree
66 %
10 %
11 %
3%
11 %

Data
a e ted
76 %
9%
4%
6%
5%

Degrees of
freedom
180
6
6
21
4

Even though questions about phone identity allows 5 times as many
degrees of freedom in partitioning the training data as all other features
ombined, the de ision trees hose the latter about one third of the time.
Among all the features, the fewest questions are asked about position of
the phone in the syllable. However, it a e ted disproportionately a larger
amount of data. This feature is likely to be used higher up in the tree,
suggesting that questions about it generalizes over a large fra tion of the
data. The lexi al stress and position of the syllable in the word is least
useful, as it a e ts the least amount of data. It was also observed that the
questions about the position of the enter and the right phone in syllable
is signi antly more important (4-6 times the fra tion of data a e ted)
than that of left phone. Whether the enter phone was in a monosyllabi
word was among the top questions about the position of syllable in word,
as one might expe t from the gains observed in modeling monosyllabi
word (Doddington et al., 1997), but the amount of data a e ted was not
high so it did not stand out as a parti ularly important feature. In general,
the pattern of usage of the features a ross gender is similar.
Interestingly, even though the pentaphone models had a higher likelihood on the training data, the syllable system had a better likelihood
and word error rate on the test data, indi ating its ability to generalize
better.

4.4. Impa t of re-syllabi ation
First, we studied the e e t of re-syllabi ation on the training data. The
method des ribed in Se tion 2.3 was applied on a single phoneme path to
generate alternate syllabi ations a ross word boundaries for all vowelinitial words in the training set. This generated an additional (potential)
13% oded phonemes. Assuming that oded phonemes in re-syllabi ed
paths exhibit the same a ousti hara teristi as their word internal ounterpart, we used the a ousti models generated in se tion 4.2 and let the
de oder hoose the best path. Of the alternate oded phonemes, the de-
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oder hose only about 7% of them, whi h is less than 1% of the total
labels in the training data. Thus, we do not expe t re-syllabi ation to
greatly impa t the a ousti models.
The impa t on test data was evaluated using N-best re-s oring. After
expanding ea h of the 100 hypotheses into a latti e with alternate resyllabi ation paths, we let the de oder hoose the best path using the
a ousti models developed in se tion 4.2. The word error rate did not show
any improvements. This may be explained simply by the small number of
tokens impa ted by the hange, but it may also be due to the fa t that
re-syllabi ation tends to o ur in high frequen y word pairs, and often
the language model s ore adequately ompensates for any loss in a ousti
mat h.

4.5. Veri ation of multi-stage lustering
To evaluate the e e tiveness of multi-stage lustering we trained genderspe i pentaphone systems using standard single stage lustering and two
stage lustering. The systems were trained from a base triphone alignment
with one pass of Viterbi training and a few passes of EM. In the rst stage
of the se ond system, we lustered the data into 1000 lusters for ea h
of the ve states, using the se ond phone neighbors as features. In the
se ond stage, we lustered the data using the leaf indi es of T1 along with
the triphone ontext to obtain the nal models.
Table 4: Word error rates of systems trained with one vs. two stages of lustering.
System
a) Pentaphone: 1 stage
b) Pentaphone: 2 stage

44.37 %
44.39 %

The two-stage pentaphone system for both genders performed as well as
the one-stage systems. Thus the result shows that in orporating features
in multiple stages is a viable method for using a large number of features
in a ousti modeling.
The memory used in lustering is dire tly proportional to the number
of unique ontexts to be lustered. In the single-stage pentaphone system,
we had about 2M unique ontexts, whereas in two stage system, we had
only about 78K in the rst stage and less than 0.5M in the se ond stage,
thus redu ing the memory requirement at any time by a fa tor of 4.
This ould be redu ed further by shrinking the size of the rst tree. The
omputational ost of two-stage lustering in this ase is half that of
single-stage lustering.

5. Con lusions

We have shown a small but onsistent improvement in using syllable stru ture in addition to word position in a large vo abulary re ognition task.
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This, is in ontrast to other reported results, and may be due to our use of
high quality state alignments and a more detailed syllable oding system.
The results also suggest that the syllable features generalize better than
long span (pentaphone) phoneti ontext. Perhaps more importantly, the
system using syllable features has lower training and de oding omputational osts than a pentaphone system of equivalent size. In addition,
our studies show that alternate paths of re-syllabi ation predi ted by
general linguisti rules do not provide any improvement in re ognition
performan e. To take full advantage of syllable features, we onje ture
that temporal variation must also be modeled. For example, the xedstate topology ould be repla ed with a ontext-spe i topology. This
may be arried out within a de ision tree framework su h as (Eide, 1999).
We have developed a multi-stage lustering system that enables the
use of a large number of features in lustering. Multi-stage lustering addresses the general issue of unreliable estimates of infrequent ontext as
well as the higher omputational ost in urred in lustering them. Spee h
re ognition experiments show that the approa h performs as well as a
single stage of lustering with signi antly redu ed omputational osts.
The features explored in this work in luded phoneti ontext and syllable
stru ture, but they ould easily be expanded to in lude other features
su h as speaking rate (quantized into nite levels), word type (fun tion
vs. ontent word), and prosodi onstituent stru ture. In addition, the
work ould be extended to in orporate data-driven te hniques for organizing features into hierar hies for use in the di erent stages. In the work
des ribed here, the feature groups were hosen heuristi ally based on linguisti intuitions. Alternatively, statisti s from their previous use, su h
as the total likelihood gained from the use of a feature or the fra tion of
data a e ted by it, ould be used to determine the groups.
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